TEACHING GIVE/DROP:
When a dog has something that he considers valuable, he might feel threatened by your approach. He may challenge you and guard his treasured possession with a show of teeth, a snarl, or growl. Any of these signs must be addressed. It is very important to teach your dog to both share and release objects from his mouth when you request. If you are experiencing any warning or aggressive signs from your dog while attempting to retrieve something from their mouth - consult a trainer.
Warning and Aggressive Signs: Stiffness, Evil Eye (staring), Hunching over object, Baring Teeth, Lip Curl (minor baring teeth), Growl, Barking, Nipping, Biting
* Give/Drop: Teaching your dog to give up an object means you have a well-behaved mannerly dog. You need go about this in a positive manner. This should never be a demanding or threatening command.
Choose a word such as GIVE or DROP to be the word that you use whenever you want your dog to give something up. To teach him what this means, go up to him when he has a ball or bone in his mouth. Show him a yummy treat in front of his nose (make sure it is something extra special, worth giving up his bone for) or another exciting toy or chewing item. Your dog should release the object to take the treat. When he does so, label his behavior - as he is "dropping" say drop . Continue practicing this until your dog catches on, making the connection between dropping the object and the verbal cue.
Once your dog reliably responds to the cue of DROP, ask him to DROP without a treat. As soon as he does, give him lots of verbal praise first then retrieve a treat from your pocket. Eventually you need keep your dog guessing, this means random treats (Fading). Dogs respond better to this random method, it means they tend to respond better, never knowing when or not they will be given a treat. This helps to maintain your dog's willingness to give something in hopes of getting a special reward.
·	Trying to pull an item out of the mouth of your dog when he is holding it will only make him pull harder. This will make his jaw clamp the object with more force. Your behavior is then inviting a game of Tug  when you don't want that to happen.  Don't confuse your dog.
·	Also, never turn this into a chase game. If he has something you need to get from him, do not run over to him or shout from a distance DROP! He will feel threatened and run, causing the chase game; one he will love and remember for life. Instead, calmly approach him and ask him to GIVE; then replace it with a fun game of fetch, a bone or redirect him to something more interesting.

